APM Terminals Mumbai

LIFTING INDIA’S TRADE

- Going the E-Way with “E-Form 13”
- Dedicated Freight Trains
Dear Valued Clients,

Greetings from APM Terminals Mumbai!

Innovation and facilitating Clients have always been on the top of our agenda. To make operations Easier for all concerned, we present to you “The E-Form 13” for faster access and mobility. The E-Form 13 has been developed keeping in mind your requirement, and with a view to provide you Transparency, Ease of business and Availability of information. The E -Form 13 can be accessed by you from any place, at any given time with no additional costs.

The terminal has also started reaching out to various Stakeholders to make Dedicated Freight Trains a reality. Reliability being the need of the hour, your partnership in this endeavor would prove of strategic importance in taking India’s logistics sector to a whole new level by cutting down on handling costs and achieving faster turnaround of your cargo.

Best regards,

Team APM Terminals Mumbai
The E-Form 13
AS E-ASY AS A CLICK

THE E-FORM 13 brings to your desk full control and transparency of shipments exported via APM Terminals Mumbai.

The **E-Form 13** is a web-based application designed to simplify the process of allocation and sub-distribution of Form-13, a pre-requisite for export containers. It comes to you at no additional costs.

On receipt of a confirmed Booking number from your Shipping Line, you can log on to our website [www.apmtmumbai.com](http://www.apmtmumbai.com) and click on the E-Form 13 tab.

The Booking Confirmation received from the Shipping Line would have the VIA No., Booking No. and Container no. To view details of cargo, the user has to click on **Add** and fill-in the above details. The application allows you to store/print the Forms electronically for future reference. To fill-in last mile mandatory details, pdf version of the E-Form 13 can be emailed to the concerned desk before the container finally moves to the terminals gates.

For smooth functioning of this application, we request you to work in close coordination with your Shipping Line.

Your feedback on this initiative will be much appreciated.

As an organization we are zealous to add value to your business and on the basis your feedback we shall endeavor to enhance our service levels.

Looking forward to hear from you!
Dedicated Freight Trains

The Dedicated Freight Trains would act as a catalyst to ensure Reliability in the supply chain, eliminating unwarranted costs and delays.

A Dedicated Freight Train ideally means a terminal-specific train enabling to connect directly to the concerned ship/vessel.

Your partnership is crucial to us. Please do liaise with your Shipping Line/Logistics Partner to push for your rail consignments to be on a dedicated train to APM Terminals Mumbai.

Get to know us better!

Call us on +91-22-66811000/1200, Or post your feedback to us at apmtmumbai@apmterminals.com
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